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ABSTRACT. Consider a set X and a lattice/; of subsets ofX such that ,X E/;. M(/;) denotes
those bounded finitely additive measures on.(/;) which are studied, and I(/;) denotes those elements
of M(L) which are 0-1 valued. Associated with a I.t _M(/;) or a l.t Mo(/;) (the elements of M(/;)
which are o-smooth on/;) are outer measures t’ and it". In terms of these outer measures various
regularity properties of Ix can be introduced, and the interplay between regularity, smoothness, and
measurability is investigated for both the 0-1 valued case and the more general case. Certain results
for the special case carry over readily to the more general case or with at most a regularity assumption
on ’ or it", while others do not. Also, in the special case of 0-1 valued measures more refined
notions of regularity can be introduced which have no immediate analogues in the general case.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our first aim in this paper is (see Section 3) to obtain further properties of two outer measures

it’ and it" (see below for definitions) associated first with it C I(/;) and it E Io() and subsequently
with it EM(/;) and it EMo(I;), and to apply these properties to characterize various classes of

measures. In the former case we thereby extend results of [6,7,8]. Also in the case of C Io(.r_.) we
consider in further detail the subsetIs(/;) of/,,(/;) ofslightly regular measures (see below for definition)
and hence extend the work of [6].

We note that in the case of 0-1 valued measures such as la lo(Z;), the associated outer measure

it" is clearly regular and S,,, the "-measurable sets can be explicitly characterized. This is no longer
the case if CMo(/;) and we must hypothesize regularity of If’ in certain cases in order to generalize
the two-valued case. Also in general the characterization ofS,, is not as explicit as in the two-valued

case, and this further complicates the general situation. If J(.r.,), i.e., is strongly o-smooth (see
below) and if/; is a 5-1attice then t’ " and, hence, S,, S,,,, and S,, has been characterized explicitly
in [5]. We recall this result in Section 4 and build on it to extend some of the results in [5], see in

particular Theorems 4.2, 4.3, 4.4.

We begin with a review of the notations (section 2) which will be used throughout the paper,
as well as a review of the relevant definitions needed. Further related matters can be found in [1,2,3].

2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
We introduce the necessary measure theoretic, and lattice definitions, and note the known

properties about lattice measures that we shall need.

The definitions and notations are standard and are consistent with those found in, for example,

[1,3,9]. We collect the ones we need and some of their properties for the reader’s convenience.
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LetX ,, be an abstract set, .6 a lattice of subsets ofX, which we will assume throughout. We

shall assume that ,X E.6. For E CA", E’ denotes its complement. We denote by:

(1) .,(.6), the algebra generated by .6;

(2) 6(.6), the lattice of all countable intersections of sets from .6;

(3) .6’, the lattice of complements of sets from .6.

We introduce the following measure theoretic definitions.

Def": The set of all nonnegative finite valued, finitely additive (f.a.), bounded measures on

.(.6) will be denoted by M(.6).

An element E M(.6) is said to be o-smooth on .6 iff whenever L,, E.6, n 1,2,..., and L,,
then (L,,) 0.

An element IX M(.6) is said to be o-smooth on .(.6) iff whenever A,, A(.6), n 1,2 and

A,, O, then ia(A,,) 0. (Note that this condition is equivalent to I.t being countably additive.)
An element Ix M(.6) is said to be strongly o-smooth on .6 iff whenever L, L,, E.f.,, n 1,2

and L,, L, L N L,,, then I.t(L inf{l.t(L,,) n 1, 2 ]..

An element IXEM(.6) is said to be .6-regular iff for any A.(.6),)-
sup(l(L) IL CA,L

The following notation is used to denote the subsets ofM(.6) determined by the above properties:

M,,(.6) is the set of measures that are o-smooth on ,;

M"(.6) is the set of measures that are o-smooth on (.6);

J(.6) is the set of measures that are strongly o-smooth on ,;
Ma(.6) is the set ofL-regular measures;

M.(.6) is the set ofL-regular measures ofM(.6).

We note that J(.6) CMo(.6), and M(.6) NM,,(.6) CM(.6).

We denote by I(.6), l,,(z;), (z:), Is(L), and I,(L) the subsets of the correspondingM’s that consist

of the non-trivial 0-1 valued measures. We shall write IX v(z:) whenever I.t, v are measures, or set

functions such that L) v(L) for all L E
Observe the following enlargement, i.e., with each IX EI(z:) there is a v Ela() s.t. IX v(z:);

and for each IX M(.6) there is a v M,(.6) s.t. IX v() and X) v(X).
For these results and other related matters see [5,7,8]. If IX EM(,), we define a set function

on X by: For E CX, l’(E)-inf{u(L’)[E CL’,L ,. The function IX’ has the following
properties:

(1) For every E CX, 0 ’(E) < +o%

(2) .’() O,

(3) IrE CF, then

(4)

() -W o. iff.(),

(6)

If IXM,,(.6), we define a set function IX" on X by: For

in Y.i.l I.t(L’i)[E C U L’,L .6, 1, 2,... la" is in fact an outer measure. We note that in the
i-1

case of 0-1 measures, if Io(.6), then " 0.
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For the ’-regular measures the following holds:

(1) IX-MR(’)iffixM(’)andix(L’)=sup{ix(K)lK CL’,K _} for every L .
(2) IX MR(f_,) iff IX M(f_.,) and IX(A)= inf{ix(L’)]A CL’,L E’} for every A

The function IX’ gives rise to another set of measures in M(’).

Deft’: An element IX M(’) is said to be weakly regular iff for every L .,,
IX(L’) sup{ix’(K) K CZ ’,K "}.

The set of weakly regular measures will be denoted by M,(’), and the corresponding subset of 0-1

measures by I,(’).
We now recall some lattice definitions:

Def": (a) A lattice " is said to be normal iff for any A,B , s.t. A CIB - there exists

C,D

_
c. s.t. A C C’,B C D’ and C’ fqD’ .

(2) A lattice " is said to be a delta-lattice (b-lattice) iff " 6(’).

(3) A lattice " is said to be complement generated (c.g.) iff for L .:_,, there is a sequence

L, ’,n 1,2 s.t.L fi L’,,.

(4) " is said to be countablyparacompact(c.p.) iff for any sequence {A,,} from " s.t.A,, , there

exists a sequence {B,, } from " s.t. A,, C B’,,, n 1, 2 and B’,, .
(5) If.:., and ’:, are two lattices of subsets of X, then L semi-separates ’2

B ’2 andA fiB = implies there exists C ’,B C C, andA CIC =.
(6) If ’ and ’: are two lattices of subsets of X, then ’x separates ,2 iff A, B

implies there exists C,D ’1 s.t.A CC, B CD and C ClD =9.
(7) z; is complemented iff L E" implies L’ :_. (i.e., " is an algebra).

(8) , is countably compact (c.c.) iff for every sequence {L,, } from " s.t. f L,, , then there exists

L,,,L,2,...,L,k s.t.i.YllL,,, .
We note that normality of a lattice has the following equivalent formulations:

(a) L is normal iffixl(’),ixsv,ixsv2,vl, vls() then v-v2.

(b) L is normal iff IX l(’),v Is(:_,) and IX-: v(’), then Ixsv =v’ IX’ onL.
(c) :. is normal iffwheneverL CL’ UL’2 whereL,L,L2, thenL-A LIB whereA,B . and

A CL’a,B CL’2.
We also list some further consequences of normality as well as some relations involving the

already noted sets of measures. Further details can be found in [6,7,8] as well as below.

(2.1) If isa 6-lattice, IX@J(’) then g -L(’, i-1,2

(2.2) If Ix Mo(), then IX(X) IX"(X) and Ix IX"(,).

(2.3) If , isc.g, and IxMo(’), then Ix

(2.4) If " is c.g. and normal, and tx J(’), then Ix

(2.5) If " is normal then

(2.6) If IXI(’) then S,,-{ECX[EDL,Ix(L)-I,LCL; or
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(the set of t’-measurable subsets of X). Consequently, L CS,, iff I,().

(2.7) If Io(L), then

S,,- E CX[E D L,,L, L, la(L,) 1,n 1,2,.. or E’ D ("1L,,L, CL, p.(L,) 1,n 1,2
-I

(the set of " measurable subsets of X).

We note that S,, C Sa,, if Io(L).

Note:

(1) The converse condition of (2.5) is false in the following sense: IN(L) IR(L) does not imply L

is normal.

Counterexample:

Let X O and let A ,B CX s.t. A CIB O, A LIB , X. Let L O,X,A ,B,A t3B }. Then, L is

a lattice that is not normal, but I,(,)- IR(f_,).

(2) We note the inequality, t9() Io(,).

Counterexample:

Let X O be a set, L a lattice of subsets of X. If L is c.g. and normal, then tg(L) I,(Z:), and if

L is c.c. then I(L) Io(L).

Therefore, if Io(L)- (L), then we have:

I(L) I,,(L) (I)(L) I.(,) I,(L).

=} L is complemented. Now, take (X, G) to be a T 2 topological space. Let L Z, the zero sets,

i.e., for each continuous real-valued function, f, on X,Z(f) {x X ]f(x) 0}.
We chooseZ so that it is not an algebra. NowZ is c.g. and normal. Ifwe let Xbe pseudocompact

so that Io(Z) I(Z), see [4], then there is a p. Io(Z) s.t.p. (Z).

3, SOME FURTHER RESULTS ON 0-1 VALUED LATTICE MEASURES
There are several relations that exist between the 0-1 lattice measures that can hold when certain

conditions are imposed on the underlying lattice of subsets. In this section we shall consider such

relations.

THEOREM 3.1. LetX , 0 be a set, . a lattice ofsubsets.
(a) IlL is normal, t@Io(.), v I(.), and t <v(L), then v Io(L’).

(b) IlL is 6-normal, t Io(L), v I(L), and kt < v(L), then v (L’).

(c) IlL is normal, L s.s. 6(L), kt C(L), v Is(L), t v(L), then v P(L’).
PROOF. We refer to [7].
We consider next/(L), introduced in [6]. We recall that la /,(L) iff la l,,(r.) and whenever

L L s.t. la(L’) 1, then there exists L, L s.t. L’ D t L, and la(L,,) for n 1, 2 We obtain

some further characterizations of I(), some new and some known, but in alternate ways.
We first note the following:

PROPOSITION 3.1. If t I(L), then t I(L) and. CS,,.

PROOF. We always have t < " on f_.,, since la Io(L). (Recall: If Ix Io(L), then la" 0.)

Suppose that l.t(L)=0 for L E.g.,. Then lt(L’)= 1, and since l.t I(L),L’D L,, where

L, L, D(L,,)= for n 1,2 Therefore, L C L’,,,L,, , (L’ )= 0 for n 1,2 There-
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fore, IX"(L) 0 and so IX IX" on ‘.

Now letL ‘ s.t. IX(L’) 0. Then IX"(/.,’) 0 (since IX" Ixon‘’), and soL’ S,,,,hence L S,,.

If L’) 1, then since IX I,(‘),L’ D t3 L,,L, fi‘, IX(L,) for n 1,2 Therefore by 2.7

of Section 2, L’ S,.., hence L S,... Therefore, ‘ CS,,., whence .(‘) C S,,,, and so IX-IX"
Therefore IX I(‘) since IX" is an outer measure.

The proof is now complete.

PROPOSITION 3.2. lf ix ls(‘) and if‘ s.s. 6(‘), then Ix

PROOF. By Proposition 3.1, one need only show that IX I,(‘). Let L

(i) If IX(L’) 0, the monotonicity of IX shows that sup{ix(K) K CL’,K ‘} O.

(ii) If IX(L’)-1, then since IX I,(‘), there exists a sequence {L,} from ‘ s.t. L’D L,

and Ix(L,) 1,n 1,2 Let B t L, b(‘). Then L t3B O, and since ‘ s.s. b(z;) there

exists Ko‘ s.t. B CKo and L NKo-O, so Ko C L’. Since IX is finitely additive, and

X -L’UK’o, IX(K’o) 0 = It(K-0) 1. Therefore sup{ix(K) K CL’,K ,} 1.

Hence, for any L U,,IX(L’)-sup{IX(K)IKCL’,K,}, and so IXI,(‘). Therefore,

The proof is now complete.

PROPOSITION 3.3. /f IX (‘), then IX can be extended uniquely to a v (6(‘)). (The

proofis omitted.)

We now give some alternate characterizations of the measures in/,(‘).

THEOREM 3.2. Ix ls(L) iff ix . where . I(6(‘)) (where " is the restriction of. to

aCz)).
PROOF. Assume that Ix I,(‘). Then IX 6 (,), and so by Proposition 3.3, we can extend

ix uniquely to a Z. (6(,)), defined by: For A tq L. 6(‘), where L. , A,k(A)
inf{ix(L.) n 1, 2 }.

Let D f"l L,. 5(,) and suppose that (D’) 1. Then

Therefore,

(2) k ,-61L’" -:,,.IX(L’,,) by 2.1.

It follows from (1) and (2) that X(L’,,) I for somen 6 N. Since IX . I, IX(L ’,) 1. But Ix 6f/(‘)

and so L’, D,,,.NK,,K,‘,IX(K,)-Ifor m-1,2 Therefore, Z. I.(6(‘)).
The converse is clear. The proof is now complete.

THEOREM 3.3. Let Ix Io(‘). Then

(1) Ix ix" on , iff ix I.(.).

(2) ff Ix IX" on ‘, then L C S,,, and IX UI().
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PROOF. (1) Suppose IX-IX" on,.

Let L . s.t. la(L’)- 1. Then IX(L)-0- IX"(L). Hence, there exists g,, ,,n 1,2 s.t.

L C 1.3 K’,, and IX(K’,,)- 0 for n 1,2 Therefore, L’D K,, where K,, .,Ix(K,)- for
-I -I

n 1,2,.... Therefore, Ix /,(.).
For the converse, suppose Ix /,(z;).

Since Ix IX" on ,, we need only consider the case when L . s.t.I.t(L) 0. Then, I.t(L’)

and since IX /,(.), there exists K,, .,n 1,2 s.t. L’2) f3 K,, and IX(K,,)- for n 1,2

Therefore, L C f K’,, with I.t(K’,,)- 0 for n 1,2 Therefore, .Ix(K’,,)- 0 = IX"(L)- 0.

Hence, Ix Ix" on ..
(2) is immediate since Ix-Ix" on z; implies IX /,(.) by part (1) and the result now follows by

Proposition 3.1.

The proof is now complete.
Note:

IXE(L), iff IX’-IX-Ix" on L’.

THEOREM 3.4. LetIx(L),v Io(L),IX v(L), andS,,fqL-Sv,,NL. Then v (L).

PROOF. Assume that v (L). Then there exists L0 EL and a sequence {L,} from L s.t.

L, Lo,Lo- L,, but v(Lo) inf{v(L,)ln 1,2 }. Since v is a 0-1 measure, and monotonic,
n-1

(1) v(Lo)- 0 and v(L,)- for n 1,2

(2) Now, IX v(L), so In(L0) 0, hence IX(L’0) 1.

Since L0 71L,,, with L,, L,v(L,,)- for n 1,2,..., it follows from 2.7 that Lo @Sv,,-S,,,.
n-1

But, Ix v v" Ix" on L and v" v v’ < Ix’ IX" on L’, with Ix’ Ix" on L’ since Ix (L).

Now v"(L,)- for all n since v(L,)- for all n, and v"(Lo)- 1, since v"(L’)- O. Therefore,

Ix"(L0)- I.

Now (Lo)- 0, so there exists N N s.t. la(L,,)- 0 for all n N, since Ix ,(,). We have

L ’,, ’ L ’0, so I.t(L’,,)- for n N. Therefore Ix"(L ’,,)- for n N, and so IX"(L ’0)- since Ix" is a

regular outer measure. But IX"(L0) 1, therefore L0 S,,,, a contradiction. Therefore it must be that

v ,(:).
The proof is now complete.

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that /(z;),v (.,),IX < v(L). Then

PROOF. Since t /(,), then by Theorem 3.2, la L] where k I.(6(L)), and

(\ L,,/- inf{t(L,,)/]L,, ,,n 1,2 }. By Proposition 3.3, v can be extended to aO (6(,))

where

(,lL,)-inf{v(L,) ]L, .,,n 1, 2 }.

Since IX v(.,), L 9 on 6(L). Therefore . =. IX v on .,q(L).

The proof is now complete.
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4. THE GENERAL CASE M(L)

In this section we consider the non 0-1 measures on .,(.f_,). In particular, we obtain results

pertaining to regular outer measures, and results which insure that certain elements of M(.) are

regular.

Def": Let X ,,, be a set, , a lattice of subsets of X. Let It M(,). For E CX we define:

It,(E)-sup{it(L)lL CE,L L}.
We note that the set functions ia’ and It, have the following relations:

(1) It(X)- It,(E’(E) + It’(E) for any E CX.

(2) IfE CX, thenE S,, iffit’(E)- It,(E).

We add the proof of (2) for completeness.
PROOF OF (2): See also [5].
Let E S,,. Then

(1) It’(X) It(X) It’(E) / It’(E’). It follows from (1) and Remark (1) preceding, that

(2) It’(E’) It,(E’).

Now, using standard arguments involving supremum and infimum, it follows from (2) that

It,(E It’(E ).

Conversely, to show that E S,,, it will suffice to show:

It’(A’)>It’(A’CIE)+It’(A’CIE’) where A.:.;.

Let e > 0 be given and arbitrary. There exists L L s.t. E C_ L’ and

(1) It(L’) < It’(E) +

Similarly, there exists K :_, s.t. K CE and

(2) It,CE)-. < ItCK)

Since K CE CL’ and It is subtractive,

(3) It(L’ K) It(L’) It(K)
It follows from (1), (2), (3) and the hypothesis on E that

(4) ItCL’-K) < e

LetA’ 6EL’, and write the disjoint union

A’ nL’-[A’ n(L’- K)] U(A’ nK).
Since It is additive,

(5) It(A’ nL’) It([A’ n(L’-K)]) + It(A’ nK)

By monotonicity of Ix, and (5) and (4) we obtain:

(*) It(A’ nL’) < It(a’ nK) + e

We have A’ NE CA’ NL’,A’ NE’ CA’ NK’, and again by monotonicity of Ix,

(5) It’(A’ NE) + It’(A’ NE’) -: It’(A’ NL’) + It’(A’ NK’). Since It It’ on L’, we have

It’(A’ NL’) It(A’ NL’), It’(A’ NK’) It(A’ NK’), and so from (6) we obtain

(7) It’(A’ CIE) + It’(A’ CIE’) -: It(A’ CIL’) + It(A’ CIK’).

By (*) we obtain from (7):

(8) It’(A’ E) + It’(A’ CIE’) < It(A’ CIK) + It(A’ CIK’) + e

But, It is additive, and A’-A’f3(K t3K’), so we obtain from (8),
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() ’(A’ n) + ’(A’ n’) < (A’) + .
Since e > was arbitrary, and It It’ on L’, we conclude from (9) that

It’(A nE + It’(A hE’) < It’(A ’) for any A’ ’.
Hence, E S,,,, and the proof is now zomplete.

Def": Let X ,, 0 be a set, and let v be a finite, finitely subadditive outer measure defined
for all A CX. Let S,, {E CX v(A v(A hE) + v(A hE’), .for all A CX} be the

set of all v-measurable subsets of X. We define a set function v by: For
E CX, v(E)-inf{v(M)lE CM,M S}.
It follows that v is itself a finite, finitely subadditive (f.s.a) outer measure s.t. v(X) v(X) and

v v for all E CX.

Deft’: LetX , O be a set, va finite, f.s.a outer measure defined for all subsets ofX. LetS,, be

the set of v-measurable subsets ofX.

(1) We say that v is cover regular iff forA CX there exists M S,, s.t.A CM and v(M)- v(A).

(2) We say that v is a regular outer measure iff v v.

We note that It’ is regular if It I(L). Also, if It I,,(L) then It" is regular. We have:

PROPOSITION 4.1. LetX 0 be a set, v a finite, f.s.a, outer measure.

(a) If v is cover regular, then v is regular.

(b) If v is regular, then E S,, iffv(X)- v(E)+ v(E’).
PROOF.

(a) This follows from a standard greatest lower bound argument, and the monotonicity of v.

(b) The proof is similar to that in standard measure theory with a mild e argument at the end.

This completes the proof.
We now apply Proposition 4.1 to obtain:

THEOREM 4.1. IfS(L’) separates L, and It M,,,(L) QMo(C.’), then Ix M(L).

PROOF. To show that It M,(L) it suffices to show that L CS,,.
LetL L, and let e > 0 be given and arbitrary. Since It M,,,(,), there exists Ko z; s.t. Ko C L’

and

(1) It(L’)-’ ’).< t’Cgo) tCL

Since Ko QL 0, and 5(L’) separates ,, there exists U, V 5(L’) s.t.

U- Q U’,, V- V’,, KoCU LCV, and UtqV-
-1 -1 -1

and we may assume that U’. q V’. , O.

Since It Mo(Lg, the choice of the sequence {U’. f"l V’. } from L’ requires that U’. f"l V’.) 0.

Therefore, there exists N N s.t. It(U’, tq V’,) < for n a: N.
Now, It(U’, t"l V’,) I.t(U’,) + It(V’,)-it(U’, V’,) for n 1,2 Thus, if n aN,

(v’. u v’.) (u’.) + (v’.)

E(u’. u v’.) cCKo) + ’CL)-
=.it(U’. UV’.)zit(L’)+it’(L)-e by(I).
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Therefore, t(U’. U V’,,) a la’(L’) + }t’(L) e since p. p/on ,’. Therefore,

(X)--t’(X)zt(U’. kV’.)z’(L’)+’(L). Henee, L S,, =*Z; CS,,. Therefore,

The proof is now complete.

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose Mo(.r).

(a) If " on , and " is regular, then , C S,,.

(b) Ift " on ,, and " is regular, then t M(L).

(c) If t " on f, and " is regular, and f s.s. 6(), then M().

PROOF.

(a) Let L .6 be arbitrary.

(1) tCX) CL + tCL ’).

Since I" on z;, la(X) Ix"(X), p,(L) p,"(L), and by definition of ", i.e., " < ’,

(2) "(L’) ’(L’) t(L’), since ’ on z;’.

It follows from (1) and (2) that

(3) V’CX) > "(L) + "(’).

Hence clearly L S,,, since " is regular. Therefore, ; C S,, () C S,,.

(b) Since -" one, and " is eountably additive on(L), it follows that MO(L).

(e) tL and let e > 0 be given and arbitrary. By definition of ", there exists a sequence {L. }

from s.t. L C L’. and

(1) .x(L’.)<"(L)+esinee-" on.

Since " < ’ and ’ on ’, "(L’.) (L’.) for n 1, 2,

(2) erefore, "(L’.) p(L’.).

The countable subadditivity of" gives:

(3) " ’. E "(’.).

Combining (1), (2), (3) we obtain

Since C S. by (a), it follows from (4) that

(5) " ’ ’-L. (L -ee"(L , whereL’D L,L, ,n 1,2,....

Since 0 was arbitrary, we conclude from (5) that

, IL’D L,,L, ,n 1,2,... for any(.1 "’)- up " .,
By(b), M(L). Therefore, sinceLSS,S(L)itfollowsby(*)thatm " hg)where" M(L).

The proof is now complete.

(c) is true in particular if " on L and " is regular and L is a 6-Lattice.

THEOM 4. If J() and CS,, then M(L).

PROOF. Since Y() Mo(L) C Sw " is regular. It follows from Theorem a.2),

that it suffices to show that " on L.
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(1) Now since I.t J(,),IX- la’- IX" on,. We always have IX-: I.t" on..

If there exists an L _. s.t. (L)< IX"(L), then since , CSwlx(L’)> Ix"(L’)- g(L’) by (1), a

contradiction.

Therefore, it must be the case that Ix IX" on z;. We conclude that Ix M(,).

The proof is now complete.

Note:

(1) If ’- IX" on,’, and if" is regular then I.t J(/;). (This result can be found in [5].)

(2) If IX J(,) then IX’ IX" on ,’.

We conclude by extending a result in [5]; namely,

THEOREM 4.4.

(a) If L’ L’ where L, L for alln and if ix J(L), then l.t( t(L ’, ).

( L’,), t(L’ )whenever A L’ ,foralln, andifix" isregular, thenixJ(.).(b) /fix,, ,,- ,,-

PROOF.

(a) See [5].

(b) We know that IX" -: I.t on ,’. Suppose there exists L’ z;’ s.t. "(L’) < lx(L’). Then there exists

L. s.t.L’ C 6 L’. and Ix(L’.) < Ix(L’).
-1 -1

But L’- (L’ elL’). Therefore, la(L’)-g elL’) Y .(L’ elL’) by hypothesis.

Therefore, g(L’) < Y g(L %) < g(L’) which is a contradiction. Therefore, g" ’ on ’, and since IX"

is regular it follows easily that IX J(.t;).

The proof is now complete.
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